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Abstract
Four fundamental graph problems, Minimum vertex cover, Maximum independent set, Mini-
mum dominating set and Maximum cut, are shown to be APX-complete even for cubic graphs.
Therefore, unless P = NP, these problems do not admit any polynomial time approximation
scheme on input graphs of degree bounded by three. c© 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights
reserved.
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1. Introduction
Among combinatorial optimization problems that are computationally hard to solve,
NP-hard optimization problems on graphs have a great relevance both from the theo-
retical and practical point of view.
Despite the apparent simplicity of cubic and at-most cubic graphs, several NP-hard
graph problems remain NP-hard even if restricted to these classes of graphs, but become
polynomial time solvable for graphs of degree 2 [12, 14].
Since it is widely conjectured that NP-hard problems cannot be eciently solved,
one has to restrict oneself to compute approximate solutions. Therefore, it would be
desirable to identify if and how much boundedness of the graph degree is helpful in
approximation.
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It is well known that the variation of NP-hard graph problems in which the degree
of the graph is bounded by a constant often allows to achieve dierent results with
respect to the approximation properties. Namely, problems that for general graphs are
not approximable within a constant ratio (e.g. Maximum independent set, Minimum
dominating set and Minimum independent dominating set) have been shown to be in
APX (i.e. approximable within some constant) for bounded degree graphs. For some
NP-hard optimization problems that are approximable for general graphs (e.g. Minimum
vertex cover) better approximation ratios have been achieved for graphs of low degree
[5{7, 15, 16, 19, 20, 22, 24].
Nevertheless, many graph problems are APX-hard even if the degree of the graph is
bounded by some constant, and therefore they can be approximated within some con-
stant factor of the optimum, but cannot be approximated within any constant (PTAS)
[18{20, 24].
Some problems are known to be APX-hard even for cubic or at-most-cubic graphs
(e.g. Maximum three-dimensional matching and Maximum independent dominating set
[18, 19]). For several other graph problems it is just known that they are APX-hard
for graphs of some bounded degree greater than 3 [24].
In this work we show APX-hardness results for several optimization problems on
cubic or at-most-cubic graphs, namely for Minimum vertex cover (MIN VERTEX
COVER), Maximum independent set (MAX IND SET), Minimum dominating set
(MIN DOM SET), and Maximum cut (MAX CUT).
Surprisingly, simple reductions are used for three out of four of our results, but for
showing the APX-completeness of MAX CUT on cubic graphs we need a quite com-
plicated structure consisting of a chain of expander graphs. Expander graphs have been
used in dierent ways in approximation preserving reductions [2, 3, 11, 24], and seems
to be very useful. For a description of expander graphs and an algorithm constructing
expander graphs we refer to [1].
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we state ba-
sic denitions and notations. In Section 3, we show the APX-completeness of MIN
VERTEX COVER, MAX IND SET and MIN DOM SET on cubic graphs. In Section
4, we prove the APX-completeness of MAX CUT on cubic graphs.
2. Denitions
The degree of a vertex v in an undirected graph is denoted d(v). The degree of a
graph is the maximum degree of any vertex in the graph. A graph is cubic if every
vertex has degree 3, and at-most-cubic if every vertex has degree at most 3.
Several notions of approximation scheme preserving reducibilities have been pro-
posed with the aim of establishing hardness and completeness results in APX and of
deriving proofs of intractability of arbitrary approximation for NP-hard optimization
problems [10, 23, 24].
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Among them, the AP-reducibility introduced in [9] is perhaps the strictest one appear-
ing in the literature that allows to obtain natural APX-completeness results. Namely,
using AP-reducibility one can show that a problem F does not admit polynomial time
approximation scheme by proving that F is APX-hard w.r.t. AP-reducibility, i.e., every
approximable problem can be AP-reduced to F . If F is both approximable within c
for some c and APX-hard w.r.t. AP-reducibility then it is APX-complete w.r.t. AP-
reducibility.
A more restricted kind of reducibility that has been very popular, since it has been
introduced in [24], is the L-reducibility.
Given two NP optimization problems F and G and a polynomial time transformation
f from instances of F to instances of G, we say that f is an L-reduction if there are
positive constants  and  such that for every instance x of F
1. optG(f(x))6  optF(x),
2. for every feasible solution y of f(x) with objective value mG(f(x); y)= c2 we
can in polynomial time nd a solution y0 of x with mF(x; y0)= c1 such that
joptF(x)− c1j6 joptG(f(x))− c2j.
If a problem F is APX-complete w.r.t. L-reducibility then it is also APX-complete
w.r.t. AP-reducibility. This enables us to prove APX-completeness by means of the
easier-to-use L-reducibility, which therefore will be used in the paper.
2.1. Denitions of problems
Here the problems considered in the paper are dened, and known approximation
results are given. A much larger list of optimization problems and their approximability
can be found in [8, 4].
MAX CUT{B
Instance: Graph G=(V; E) of degree bounded by B.
Solution: A partition of V into two parts: a red part PR and a green part PG.
Measure: Cardinality of the set of edges that are cut, i.e., edges with one end point
in PR and one end point in PG.
Approximability: Approximable within 1.139 [13] for every B, and APX-complete for
some (large) constant B [24].
MAX IND SET{B
Instance: Graph G=(V; E) of degree bounded by B.
Solution: An independent set for G, i.e., a subset V 0V such that no two vertices in
V 0 are joined by an edge in E.
Measure: Cardinality of the independent set, i.e., jV 0j.
Approximability: Approximable within 1.201 for B=3 [6, 7], and APX-complete for
B>4 [24].
MIN DOM SET{B
Instance: Graph G=(V; E) of degree bounded by B.
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Solution: A dominating set for G, i.e., a subset V 0V such that for all u2V − V 0
there is a v2V 0 for which (u; v)2E.
Measure: Cardinality of the dominating set, i.e., jV 0j.
Approximability: Approximable within 1.75 for B=3 [16], and APX-complete for
B>8 [24].
MIN VERTEX COVER{B
Instance: Graph G=(V; E) of degree bounded by B.
Solution: A vertex cover for G, i.e., a subset V 0V such that for all (u; v)2E at
least one of u and v is included in V 0.
Measure: Cardinality of the vertex cover, i.e., jV 0j.
Approximability: Approximable within 1.167 [6] for B=3, and APX-complete for
B>4 [24].
MAX 3-SAT{B
Instance: Set of variables X , set of disjunctive clauses C over the variables X , where
each clause consists of at most three variables, and each variable occurs in
at most B clauses.
Solution: Truth assignment of X .
Measure: Cardinality of the set of clauses from C that are satised by the truth as-
signment.
Approximability: Approximable within 1.143 for every B [21], and APX-complete for
B>3 [4, 25]. This hardness result is used to show the hardness results
for all listed problems above.
3. APX-completeness of some problems on cubic graphs
It is known that MIN VERTEX COVER−B, MAX IND SET−B and MIN DOM
SET{B are included in APX and APX-complete for some bounded degree B (see the
problem list above). In the following, we will show that these problems remain APX-
complete even if the degree of the graphs is bounded by 3.
Theorem 3.1. MIN VERTEX COVER−3 is APX-complete.
Proof. Since MIN VERTEX COVER−32APX we just have to show that it is APX-
hard. Let f be the following L-reduction from MIN VERTEX COVER−4 to MIN
VERTEX COVER−3.
Given a graph G=(V; E) of bounded degree 4 construct an at-most-cubic graph
G0=(V 0; E0) by splitting every degree 4 vertex as shown in Fig. 1.
It is easy to see that from every vertex cover C V of G we can construct a vertex
cover C0V 0 of G0=f(G) of size exactly jCj+s where s is the number of vertices of
degree 4 in G. In C0 we include every vertex in C that has degree smaller than 4, and
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Fig. 1. The transformation of a degree 4 vertex used both in the reduction from MIN VERTEX COVER−4
to MIN VERTEX COVER−3 and the reduction from MAX IND SET−4 to MAX IND SET−3.
for each vertex v2V of degree 4 we do as follows. If v2C then v1; v2 2C0, if v =2C
then u2C0. Since G has bounded degree 4 we have 4jCj>Pv2C d(v)>jEj>jV j>s.
We see that jC0j= jCj+s65jCj. Hence, the rst property of an L-reduction is satised
with =5.
Conversely, given a vertex cover C0V 0 of G0=f(G) we transform it back to a
vertex cover C V of G in the following manner. Note that for each triple of vertices
v1; v2; u2V 0 coming from a vertex v2V of degree 4: either u2C0, or at least two
vertices belong to C0. Include in C any vertex of degree less than 4 that belongs to
C0 and any vertex v2V of degree 4 such that at least two of the vertices v1; v2 and u
belong to C0. Observe that C is a vertex cover of G and jCj6jC0j − s. Together with
the observations from the preceding paragraph this shows that f is an L-reduction with
=1.
Theorem 3.2. MAX IND SET−3 is APX-complete.
This result was recently and independently proved by Berman and Fujito [6], and
Halldorsson and Yoshihara [17] using complex reductions from MAX 3-SAT−B. We
can give a much simpler proof of this result using the same reduction as in the proof
of Theorem 3.1. Analogously, the reductions by Berman et al. could be used to show
that MIN VERTEX COVER−3 is APX-complete.
Proof (Outline). Since the complement of any vertex cover is an independent set the
same transformation as above can be used to prove the theorem. This is an L-reduction
from MAX IND SET−4 to MAX IND SET−3 with =5 and =1.
Theorem 3.3. MIN DOM SET−3 is APX-complete.
Proof. We will use the fact that L-reductions compose [24], and rst give an L-
reduction f1 from MIN VERTEX COVER−3 to MIN DOM SET−6 and then an L-
reduction f2 from MIN DOM SET−6 to MIN DOM SET−3. Since isolated vertices
are trivially included in any dominating set we can, without loss of generality, assume
that the graph contains no isolated vertices in the hardness proof.
Given an at-most-cubic graph G=(V; E) construct a graph G0=(V 0; E0) of bounded
degree 6 in the following way. For each edge (u; v) in the former graph insert an extra
vertex w and edges (u; w), (v; w), see Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2. The transformation of an edge in the reduction from MIN VERTEX COVER−3 to MIN DOM
SET−6.
Fig. 3. The transformation of a degree 4 vertex in the reduction from MIN DOM SET−6 to MIN DOM
SET−3.
It is easy to see that every dominating set DV 0 of G0=f1(G) can be transformed
into an equally good or better vertex cover C V of G by including in C the following
vertices. For each vertex v2D such that v2V , include v in C. For each vertex w2D
such that w =2V , choose a vertex v such that (v; w)2E0 and include v in C.
Now, consider a vertex cover C V of G. We can construct a dominating set DV 0
of G0 of the same size by including in D exactly the same vertices. Thus, f1 is an
L-reduction with = =1.
Now, we describe the L-reduction f2 from MIN DOM SET−6 to MIN DOM
SET−3. Given a graph G=(V; E) of bounded degree 6 construct an at-most-cubic
graph G0=(V 0; E0) in the following manner. Each vertex v2V of degree 4 is split
and transformed as shown in Fig. 3.
For each vertex v2V of degree 5 or 6 we do in a similar way except for the fact that
we split v into three vertices, instead of two and extend the previous construction with
a third leg from the center vertex w. More precisely, in addition to the construction
in Fig. 3 we construct vertices v3, u3;1, u3;2, and edges (v3; u3;1), (u3;1; u3;2), (u3;2; w).
v3 is then connected to the 5th (and, if d(v)= 6, 6th) neighbour of v. Now, every
vertex has degree at most 3.
It is easy to see that any dominating set D0V 0 of G0=f2(G) can be transformed
back to a dominating set DV of G as follows. For each vertex v2V of degree
less than 4 we include v in D i v2D0. Otherwise, let V (v) be the set of vertices
that v was transformed into, and let K(v)= jV (v) \ D0j. If d(v)= 4 we include v in
D i K(v)>3, and if d(v)>5 we include v in D i K(v)>4. It is clear that D is a
dominating set of size jDj6jD0j − 2  s1 − 3  s2, where s1 and s2 are the number of
vertices of degree 4 and greater than 4 in V , respectively.
Finally, given a dominating set DV of G we can construct a dominating set
D0V 0 of G0=f2(G) such that jD0j= jDj + 2  s1 + 3  s2. Since G has bounded
degree 6, we have jDj>jV j=7. Therefore jD0j6jDj+ 3  (s1 + s2)622  jDj.
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Fig. 4. The transformation of vertices of degree 2 and 1 in the reduction from at-most-cubic graphs to cubic
graphs.
Thus, opt(f2(G))622  opt(G) and we have shown that f2 is an L-reduction with
=22 and =1.
The above results are still valid for cubic graphs. We show this for MIN VERTEX
COVER−3.
We can assume that the graph does not contain any isolated vertices (since they
would not contribute to the solution in any case). Transform each vertex v of degree
two or one as shown in Fig. 4.
From every solution of size c in the at-most-cubic graph we can construct a solution
in the cubic graph of size exactly 4s1 + 2s2 + c, where s1 and s2 are the number of
vertices of degree 1 and 2 in the at-most-cubic graph, respectively.
4. APX-completeness of MAX CUT on cubic graphs
In this section we will show that MAX CUT−3 is APX-complete in two steps. First,
we will show that MAX CUT is APX-hard for multigraphs of degree 6, and then for
simple graphs of degree 3.
Theorem 4.1. MAX CUT−6 for multigraphs is APX-complete.
Proof. We will construct an L-reduction from MAX 3-SAT−3 to MAX CUT−6 for
multigraphs. Suppose we are given an instance of MAX 3-SAT−3 with n variables
and m clauses. Without loss of generality, we can assume that every variable occurs
positively in at least one clause and negatively in at least one clause, and that every
clause consists of two or three literals. MAX 3-SAT−3 with instances satisfying these
restrictions is known to be APX-complete [4].
Construct a multigraph with a vertex set consisting of two vertices named xi and
xi (the variable vertices) for each variable, and four vertices named yj, yj, b2j−1 and
b2j for each clause. For each clause we construct edges as shown in Fig. 5. We also,
for every variable xi, include two parallel edges between the vertices xi and xi. The
degree of the graph is 6.
Consider a solution where all the bi vertices in the graph are placed in the same
part, say the red part.
If we look at the subgraphs in Fig. 5 we can see (in both cases) that if all lk
vertices are in the red part, then at most 4 edges can be cut, but if at least one of the
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Fig. 5. The constructed edges from clauses l1 _ l2 and l1 _ l2 _ l3, respectively.
lk vertices is in the green part, then it is always possible to choose parts for yj and
yj so that 6 edges are cut.
If xi and xi are placed in the same part we can move one of them to the other part
without decreasing the number of cut edges. This is because at least one of xi and xi
occurs just in one clause, and has therefore just two edges incident to it except the
two edges incident on it connecting xi and xi.
Now, we have a correspondence between the values of the variables and the partition
of the variable vertices { if the variable xi is true then the vertex xi is green and xi is
red, and if the variable xi is false then the vertex xi is red and xi is green. Thus, the
number of cut edges will be 2n+ 4m+ 2s where s is the number of satised clauses
in the corresponding MAX 3-SAT−3 problem instance. This shows that the second
property of the L-reduction is satised with = 12 .
Recall that the above reasoning is valid only if all the bj vertices are in the same
part. In order to obtain this we construct a bipartite cubic expander between the bj
vertices and an equivalently large set of new vertices, called c1; j. We then construct
a chain of bipartite cubic expanders between fci; jg and fci+1; jg for 16i<k, where
k is a constant to be decided later. We thus have k + 1 layers of vertices that are
connected by expanders. The degree of each vertex is at most 6. Let N be the number
of bj vertices (which means that N is the number of vertices in any of the k + 1
layers).
Ajtai has shown that cubic bipartite expander graphs of size N can be constructed
in polynomial time in N [1]. Such an expander G=(A [ B; E) has the property that
for every subset A0A with jA0j6jAj=2, A0 is connected to at least (1+ )jA0j vertices
in B, and vice versa, where  is some xed positive constant.
Consider a solution for the constructed MAX CUT instance and let the red part PR
be the part containing most of the bj vertices. We will show that at least the number
of cut edges we lose by moving all the bj vertices that are in the green part PG to PR
will be gained by cutting all edges in all expanders.
By moving the bj vertices in PG to PR the number of cut edges not in the expander
chain is decreased by at most jfbjg\PGj. On the other hand, by putting all the vertices
in the layers fbjg and fci; jg for every even i in PR, and all the vertices in the layers
fci; jg for every odd i in PG, we will show that the cardinality of the cut in the expander
chain is increased by at least the same number.
To show this, we calculate the gain that is guaranteed between any layers of vertices
achieved by putting all the vertices as specied above. We will make use of the property
of bipartite expanders.
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We rst consider the number g0 of uncut edges between the bj vertices and the c1; j
vertices in the given solution. By changing the partition as described above, the uncut
edges will be cut, so the gain will be g0. Let m0 = jfbjg \ PGj and m1 = jfc1; jg \ PRj.
By construction m06N=2. We need to consider two cases.
Case 1: m16N=2. The m0 vertices in fbjg\PG are connected to at least (1+ ) m0
vertices in fc1; jg. Of these vertices at least (1 + )  m0 − m1 must be in fc1; jg \ PG,
which means that at least (1 + )  m0 − m1 of the edges from fbjg \ PG are uncut.
Similarly (1+ ) m1−m0 of the edges from fc1; jg \PR to fbjg are uncut. Therefore,
g0>(1 + )  m0 − m1 + (1 + )  m1 − m0>(m0 + m1)>  m0.
Case 2: m1>N=2. Since the expander property is valid only for subsets of size at
most N=2 we just look at the noncut edges from a subset of size N=2 of fc1; jg \ PR.
Then we get
g0>(1 + )  (N=2)− m0>(1 + )  m0 − m0 =   m0:
Thus in both cases the number of uncut edges between the two layers of vertices is
at least   m0.
By similarly counting noncut edges in the rest of the expander chain we will obtain
that if at layer i the number mi of vertices placed in the \wrong" part of the cut is no
greater than N=2, the gain gi between layer i and layer i + 1 is at least   mi.
If in some layer i we have mi>N=2, the gain gi between layer i and layer i+1 can
be calculated exactly as above, but with respect to the set of vertices placed in the
right part instead of the wrong part. Indeed, in this case, the set of vertices placed in
the right part has size N −mi6N=2, and, thus, the property of bipartite expanders can
be used. The gain then becomes gi>  (N − mi).
Therefore, if ( 23 )  m06mi6N − ( 23 )  m0 for all i we will gain at least ( 23 )  m0 in
each layer. If we choose k>3=(2  ) the total gain will become at least m0.
In order to consider the cases where mi is small or large for some i we compute the
gain in another way. The total number of expander edges from fbjg \ PG is 3m0, and
the total number of edges from fc1; jg \ PR to fbjg is 3m1. Therefore, we can observe
that if m0>m1, at least 3(m0 − m1) of the edges from fbjg \ PG to fc1; jg must be
incident to vertices in fc1; jg \ PG and thus must be uncut. In the same way, we get
the gain gj>maxf3(mj − mj+1); 0g for the layer j. Suppose mi<( 23 )  m0 for some
i. Summing over all layers up to level i we get a total gain of at least 3(m0 − mi)
>m0.
Finally, if for some i we have mi>N − ( 23 ) m0 we can do as for small mi, but work
in the other direction. Indeed, since m06N=2, if mi>N − ( 23 ) m0, at least 3(m1−m0)
of the edges from fc1; jg \ PR to fbjg must be incident to vertices in fbjg \ PR
and then must be uncut. Analogously, we get the gain gj>maxf3(mj − mj+1); 0g for
the layer j. Therefore, if for some i we have mi>N − ( 23 )  m0, we sum over all
layers up to level i and get a total gain of at least 3(N − ( 23 )  m0 − (N − m0))>m0.
Thus, we can move all bj vertices to the same part without decreasing the size of the
cut.
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Fig. 6. A degree 4 vertex and the gadget originating from this vertex.
Fig. 7. A degree 6 vertex and the gadget originating from this vertex.
Finally, we have to show the rst property of the L-reduction. If s is the number of
satised clauses then the maximum number of cut edges is
2s+ 2n+ 4m+ k  3N =2s+ 2n+ (4 + 6k)m6(16 + 12k)s;
since we know that s>m=2 and 3m>2n. The reduction satises the rst property of
the L-reduction with =16 + 12k where k = d3=(2  )e.
Theorem 4.2. MAX CUT−3 is APX-complete.
Proof. We simply give a reduction from MAX CUT−6 for multigraphs to MAX
CUT−3 for simple graphs.
For a vertex v of degree d; 26d65 we do like follows: split the vertex into d split
vertices v1; : : : ; vd of degree 1. Then add d extra vertices and construct a ring where
every other vertex is one of the split vertices and every other vertex is a new vertex,
see Fig. 6.
It is easy to see that if the split vertices are put in the same part of the partition
and the new vertices are put in the other part, then every edge in the ring will be cut.
Otherwise, at least two of the edges in the ring will be uncut, and we can put all split
vertices in the same part as the majority of them without decreasing the size of the cut.
For a vertex of degree 6 we do in a similar way, except that we need to construct
two rings, one with v1, v2, v3, and one with v4, v5, v6. We add three new vertices to
connect the two rings, see Fig. 7.
Let us study a given solution restricted to this gadget originating from v. Suppose
k63 split vertices are in one part and the other 6− k split vertices in the other part.
If k =0 we can put the rest of the vertices so that all edges in the gadget are cut.
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Fig. 8. The transformation of vertices of degree two in MAX CUT−3.
Otherwise, when putting all split vertices in the same part as the majority of them, it
is easy to see that we can cut all edges in the gadget except k of the edges from the
split vertices to the rest of the graph. We will show how to gain at least k edges in
the gadget by putting all split vertices in the same part.
For each of the two rings we can reason as in the above case, thus showing that if
all split vertices in one ring are not in the same part then we will lose at least two
of the edges in that ring. This means that we have already gained enough if k62, or
if k =3 and we gained two edges from both rings. The only remaining case is when
k =3 and all split vertices in one ring are in the rst part and all split vertices in the
other ring are in the second part. But in this case three of the six edges connecting
the two rings must be uncut, so we will gain at least three edges by putting all split
vertices in the same part (and put the other vertices correctly).
Since we have split every vertex of degree at least 2 the constructed graph is,
obviously, a simple graph and has maximum degree 3. Suppose m is the original
number of edges and s is the maximum number of cut edges in the original problem.
We know that s>m=2, and it is easy to check that we have added at most 3m edges. As
we have seen all added edges can be cut, so the optimum solution of the constructed
problem is bounded by s+ 3m67s.
Thus, the constructed transformation is an L-reduction with =7 and =1.
MAX CUT is APX-hard even for cubic graphs. To show this we just have to extend
the graph constructed in the above proof. Without loss of generality, we can assume
that the graph does not contain any vertices of degree less than 2, and that two vertices
of degree 2 never are neighbours. Transform each vertex w of degree two as shown
in Fig. 8. It is not hard to show that this is an L-reduction with =8 and =1.
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